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Background and Purpose: To determine whether acute major-vessel occlusion (MVO)

predicts atrial fibrillation (AF) in cryptogenic stroke (CS) patients, we analyzed the

association between acute MVO and AF detected by insertable cardiac monitoring (ICM).

Methods: We conducted a retrospective, multicenter, observational study of patients

with CS who underwent ICM implantation between October 2016 and March 2018. In

this analysis, we included follow-up data until June 2018. We analyzed the association

of MVO with AF detected by ICM.

Results: We included 84 consecutive patients with CS who underwent ICM

implantation. The proportion of patients with newly detected AF by ICM was higher in

patients with MVO than in those without (41% [12/29] vs. 13% [7/55], p < 0.01) within

90 days of ICM implantation. The MVO was associated with AF after adjustment for each

clinically relevant factor.

Conclusions: MVO was independently associated with AF detection in patients with

CS, which suggests that MVO may be a useful predictor of latent AF. It is therefore

essential to actively assess latent AF in patients with CS presenting with MVO.

Keywords: cryptogenic stroke, insertable cardiac monitors, major-vessel occlusion, paroxysmal atrial fibrillation,

stroke recurrence

INTRODUCTION

Patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) have a 4.8-fold higher risk of developing a stroke compared
to those without (1) and is associated with increased stroke severity (2, 3). Moreover, ischemic
stroke patients with AF have higher recurrence rates than those without (3); however, oral
anticoagulants substantially reduce the risk of recurrent stroke compared to antiplatelet therapy
(4, 5). AF detection in ischemic stroke patients is therefore crucial for determining appropriate
antithrombotic therapy for secondary prevention. Even after sufficient diagnostic assessment, the
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cause of stroke remains undetermined and is diagnosed as
cryptogenic stroke (CS) in 9 to 25% of ischemic stroke
patients (6).

One-third to one-half of acute large-vessel occlusion is
reported to have AF in a randomized control trial and a
nation-wide registry (7, 8). Even among the CS patients with
MVO, covert paroxysmal AF might be a major cause of
stroke. Using a wearable 28-day Holter monitor starting 24–
72 h after stroke, large-vessel occlusion in patients with CS was
reported to be independently associated with atrial fibrillation
detection (9). Recently, long-term recording with insertable
cardiac monitoring (ICM) has been shown to be useful for
AF detection in CS patients (10). In the current study, we
analyzed the association between acute MVO and AF detection
by ICM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design
The current registry was a retrospective, observational registry
that enrolled consecutive patients with ICM implantation for
CS through five stroke centers in Japan between October 2016
and March 2018 (11). Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1)
cryptogenic stroke, (2) ICM implantation, and (3) follow-up
lasting 3 months or more. Written informed consent was
waived because the study was retrospective. This study complied
with the Ethical Guidelines for Medical and Health Research
Involving Human Subjects in Japan and with the Declaration
of Helsinki guidelines for investigations involving humans,
and all methods were carried out in accordance with the
relevant guidelines and regulations for observational studies.
The Institutional Review Board of all five institutes approved
the current study. The names of institutional review boards
of all participating centers are as follows: Institutional Review
Boards of Iwate Prefectural Central Hospital, National Cerebral
and Cardiovascular Center, Yokohama Shintoshi Hospital,
Saiseikai Fukuoka General Hospital, and Osaka university.
CS was diagnosed based on the Stop Stroke Study-Trial of
Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment (SSS-TOAST) system
(12). According to this system, after completing diagnostic
tests, the local physicians classified a patient as having a
cryptogenic embolism when catheter, computed tomography,
or magnetic resonance angiography showed an abrupt vessel
cutoff in an otherwise normal-appearing artery, which is a
culprit of infarction, when imaging evidence showed complete
recanalization of the previously occluded artery, or when
multiple acute infarctions were present without abnormality
in the relevant vessels. The physicians followed the Japanese
proposal for clinical indications for ICM (13). Additionally,
transesophageal echocardiography, ultrasonic examination for
right-to-left shunt, venous duplex ultrasonography, and special
blood tests for thrombosis-hemostasis and other parameters
for stroke are recommended. In patients without a 24-
h Holter electrocardiogram, the physicians confirmed the
cardiac monitoring record for 24 h or more without automated
rhythm detection.

Data Collection
We obtained the following clinical information from the
hospital charts: age, sex, CHADS2 score (14) after index stroke,
congestive heart failure, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, plasma
B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) or serum N-terminal pro-B-
type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) levels, premature atrial
contraction (PAC) count in 24-h Holter electrocardiogram, left
atrial diameter (LAD), MVO, and the number of days from
stroke onset to ICM implantation and from ICM implantation
to the first AF episode. MVO was defined as an occlusion
of the internal carotid artery, middle cerebral artery occlusion
(M1, M2, or M3), anterior cerebral artery, vertebral artery,
posterior inferior cerebellar artery, basilar artery, or posterior
cerebral artery. Given the small sample size, we stratified the
continuous variables according to clinically relevant thresholds.
Among 66 patients with PACs data, the median and IQR of
PAC count were 69 and 20–222, respectively. Frequent PACs
were therefore defined as more than 222 PACs per day in this
study (15). High BNP or NT-proBNP was defined as >100
pg/mL or >300 pg/mL, respectively (16). Large LAD was defined
as a diameter of 45mm or more measured with transthoracic
echocardiogram (17).

ICM Implantation
ICMs (Reveal LINQ; Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA)
were implanted under local anesthesia in the left parasternal
position at 45 degrees relative to the sternum above the
fourth intercostal space. Devices were programmed to detect
AF using the company’s unique AF detection algorithm. These
algorithms recognize AF by assessing the irregularity of R-R
peaks in 2min intervals. The Medtronic CareLink Network was
used to transmit device data remotely. The study physician
received an alert if the device detected an AF episode.
Detected AF episodes were adjudicated by the study physician.
The ICM monitoring data up to June 2018 were used for
current analysis.

Study Outcomes
The primary study outcome was the AF detection rate
within 90 days from the ICM implantation, and the
secondary outcome was found during total follow-up
period. The difference in the AF detection rate and the
number of days from ICM implantation to the first
AF detection was compared between the MVO and
non-MVO groups.

Statistical Analysis
Clinical parameters were described using the median
(interquartile range [IQR]), or number (%), as appropriate
for the data type and distribution. Differences between the MVO
and non-MVO groups were evaluated using Fisher’s exact test for
PAF detection and other categorical variables, and the Student
t-test and Mann-Whitney U test were used for continuous
variables. A significance level of 0.05 was used for confidence
intervals and other statistical tests. Multivariate logistic
regression models were developed to assess the independent
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association of MVO with AF detection in patients with complete
data by adjusting for each of the following clinically relevant
factors: age in model 1, CHADS2 score after index stroke in
model 2, congestive heart failure in model 3, hypertension in
model 4, diabetes mellitus in model 5, large LAD in model
6, high BNPor NT-proBNP in model 7, and frequent PAC in

FIGURE 1 | Flowchart of Study Population. Among 3,348 patients with acute

ischemic stroke, 84 consecutive patients with insertable ICM implantation

were enrolled in the current analysis. ICM, insertable cardiac monitoring; MVO,

major vessel occlusion.

model 8. Age (18–21), CHADS2 score (14), congestive heart
failure (19), hypertension (19), diabetes mellitus (19), large
LAD (17, 18, 21), high BNP or NT-proBNP (16, 22), and
frequent PAC (15) were shown to be associated with AF in
CS. We compared the number of days from ICM implantation
to AF detection between the MVO and non-MVO groups
using the log-rank test and Cox proportional-hazards model,
adjusting for the above-mentioned factors. All analyses were
performed using JMP (version 12.0.1; SAS Institute, Cary,
NC, USA).

RESULTS

Baseline Characteristics
During the study period, 3,348 patients with acute ischemic
stroke were admitted to the participating stroke centers. Based on
the TOAST criteria, 626 patients were diagnosed as CS. Among
them, 84 consecutive patients underwent ICM implantation
(Figure 1). The median onset-to-implantation period was 21
(IQR 14–39) days. All patients were followed for at least 90 days
after the implantation, and the median follow-up period was 218
(IQR 158–345) days. We could not acquire the data of PACs
with 24-h Holter electrocardiogram for 17 patients, natriuretic
peptide (both BNP and NT-proBNP) for three patients, or LAD
for three patients.

TABLE 1 | Background characteristics and proportion of atrial fibrillation detection.

Total

(N = 84)

MVO group

(N = 29)

Non-MVO group

(N = 55)

P-value

Age, mean (SD), years 68 (11) 67 (9) 68 (11) 0.54

Male sex, No. (%) 64 (76%) 21 (72%) 43 (78%) 0.56

CHADS2 score after stroke, median (IQR) 3 (3–4) 3 (3–4) 3 (3–4) 0.55

Congestive heart failure, No. (%) 5 (6%) 2 (7%) 3 (5%) 0.79

Hypertension, No. (%) 58 (69%) 19 (66%) 39 (71%) 0.61

Diabetes mellitus, No. (%) 17 (20%) 6 (21%) 11 (20%) 0.94

Large LADa, No. (%) (n = 81) 12 (15%) 4 (14%) 8 (15%) 0.92

High BNP or NT-proBNPb, No. (%) (n = 82) 17 (21%) 7 (24%) 10 (19%) 0.57

Frequent PACsc, No. (%) (n = 66) 16 (24%) 7 (29%) 9 (21%) 0.48

Endovascular thrombectomy, No (%) 17 (20%) 17 (60%) – –

Onset-to-implantation periodd, median (IQR), days 21 (14–39) 18 (14–32) 23 (13-41) 0.73

Whole follow-up periode, median (IQR), days 218 (158–345) 199 (156–353) 221 (157–332) 0.77

AF detection through ICM

Within 90 days from ICM implantation, No (%) 19 (23%) 12 (41%) 7 (13%) < 0.01

During total follow-up period, No (%) 23 (27%) 13 (45%) 10 (18%) < 0.01

AF, atrial fibrillation; BNP, B-type natriuretic peptide; ICM, insertable cardiac monitoring; IQR, interquartile rage; LAD, left atrial diameter; MVO, major vessel occlusion; NT-proBNP,

N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide; and PAC, premature atrial contraction.

Differences between the MVO and non-MVO groups were evaluated using Fisher’s exact test for PAF detection and other categorical variables and the Student t-test and Mann-Whitney

U test for continuous variables.
aLarge LAD was defined as 45mm or more.
bHigh BNP or NT-proBNP was defined as >100 pg/mL or >300 pg/mL, respectively.
cFrequent PAC was defined as the highest quartile of the patients enrolled in the current analysis, i.e., more than 222 beats a day.
dOnset-to-implantation days were defined as days from index stroke onset to ICM implantation.
eWhole follow-up period was defined as days from ICM implantation to the end of follow-up, i.e., until June 30, 2018.
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TABLE 2 | Odds ratios for atrial fibrillation detection.

Model Predictor variables Adjusted odds ratio

for AF detection

within 90 days from

ICM implantation

(95% CI)

P-value Adjusted odds ratio

for AF detection

during total follow-up

period (95% CI)

P-value

1 (N = 84) Age, per 1-year increase 1.02 (0.97–1.07) 0.50 1.02 (0.97–1.07) 0.43

MVO 5.05 (1.68–15.17) < 0.01 3.82 (1.38–10.57) < 0.01

2 (N = 84) CHADS2 score, per 1-point 0.84 (0.47–1.49) 0.63 0.98 (0.57–1.66) 0.95

MVO 4.81 (1.62–14.26) < 0.01 3.65 (1.33–9.95) 0.01

3 (N = 84) Congestive heart failure 0.75 (0.07–8.02) 0.81 0.57 (0.03–4.57) 0.64

MVO 4.87 (1.64–14.41) < 0.01 3.69 (1.36–10.37) < 0.01

4 (N = 84) Hypertension 1.54 (0.46–5.18) 0.49 2.18 (0.67–7.12) 0.19

MVO 5.00 (1.68–14.94) < 0.01 3.93 (1.40–10.95) < 0.01

5 (N = 84) Diabetes mellitus 2.49 (0.71–8.73) 0.15 1.65 (0.50–5.44) 0.41

MVO 5.04 (1.67–15.25) < 0.01 3.69 (1.35–10.11) 0.01

6 (N = 81) Large LADa 2.17 (0.52–9.00) 0.28 1.48 (0.38–5.81) 0.57

MVO 4.39 (1.44–13.36) < 0.01 3.25 (1.17–9.02) 0.02

7 (N = 81) High BNP or NT-proBNPb 0.90 (0.24–3.43) 0.88 0.65 (0.18–2.40) 0.52

MVO 4.66 (1.57–13.86) < 0.01 3.59 (1.30–9.90) 0.01

8 (N = 66) Frequent PACc 2.59 (0.71–9.45) 0.15 3.42 (1.02–11.54) 0.04

MVO 3.48 (1.03–11.75) 0.04 2.52 (0.81–7.84) 0.11

AF, atrial fibrillation; BNP, B-type natriuretic peptide; ICM, insertable cardiac monitoring; IQR, interquartile rage; LAD, left atrial diameter; MVO, major vessel occlusion; NT-proBNP,

N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide; and PAC, premature atrial contraction.
aLarge LAD was defined as 45mm or more.
bHigh BNP or NT-proBNP was defined as >100 pg/mL or >300 pg/mL, respectively.
cFrequent PAC was defined as the highest quartile of the patients enrolled in the current analysis, i.e., more than 222 beats a day.

Outcomes
The AF detection rate was higher in MVO group than non-MVO
group within 90 days and during total follow-up period (41%
[12/29] vs. 13% [7/55], p < 0.01; 45% [13/29] vs. 18% [10/55],
p < 0.01, Table 1). Multivariate logistic regression models
demonstrated that the adjusted odds ratios [95% confidence
interval (CI)] for AF detection significantly increased in MVO
group than in non-MVO group, in each model adjusting for
age, CHADS2 score after index stroke, congestive heart failure,
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, large LAD, and high BNP or
NT-proBNP (all P < 0.05, Table 2). However, the association
between MVO and AF detection within total follow up period
was dependent on frequent PACs. There was no multicollinearity
between MVO and frequent PACs (variance inflation factor =
1.008). The days from ICM implantation to AF detection within
90 days were significantly lower in MVO group than non-MVO
group, after adjustment for each clinically relevant factor, and AF
detection during total follow-up periods was significantly lower
in the MVO group than non-MVO group after adjustment for
each clinically relevant factor except frequent PACs (Figure 2
and Table 3).

DISCUSSION

Our results revealed that AF was more frequently detected
through ICM in CS patients with MVO than those without

MVO. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to
demonstrate the association between MVO and higher rate of
AF detection using ICM in patients with CS. This association
was independent of age, CHADS2 score after index stroke,
congestive heart failure, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, BNP or
NT-proBNP levels, and LAD but dependent on frequent PACs.
However, there was no multicollinearity between MVO and
frequent PACs. An MVO may therefore be a useful independent
predictor of latent AF in CS. Recently, MVO in patients with CS
was reported to be independently associated with AF detection
through wearable Holter monitoring within a month of stroke
onset (9), which was consistent with our results. However, the
patients in our cohort underwent ICM implantation 21 (IQR
14–39) days after stroke onset. It is important to combine
wearable monitoring in acute phase and ICM in chronic phase
after stroke.

A study assessing the thrombus histology in CS with
endovascular thrombectomy revealed that CS and cardioembolic
stroke showed a strong overlap in histopathologic characteristics,
and both were different from arterio-embolic stroke (23). These
findings suggest that a cardioembolic cause of stroke may be
predominant among CS patients with acute MVO. Although
the histological findings were obtained only from patients with
thrombectomy, this may be the same in patients with and
without thrombectomy because a large registry of data showed
that the distribution of risk factors and stroke subtypes were
almost the same between patients with and without endovascular
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FIGURE 2 | Kaplan–Meier Estimates from ICM Implantation to AF Detection.

Days from implantation of insertable cardiac monitoring to AF detection was

significantly shorter in patients with MVO than in those without (log-rank p <

0.01). (A) Detection of atrial fibrillation by 90 days. (B) Detection of atrial

fibrillation by whole follow up period. AF, atrial fibrillation; ICM, insertable

cardiac monitoring; MVO, major vessel occlusion.

thrombectomy (8). Sufficient examination and assessment for
latent AF, including long-termmonitoring with ICM, should thus
be performed in CS patients with MVO.

Several factors are thought to be predictors of latent AF in CS:
increased age (18–21), hypertension (19), diabetes mellitus (19),
heart failure (19), higher CHADS2 score (14), higher National
Institute of Health Stroke Scale score (24), cortical or cerebellar
infarcts (25), higher BNP or NT-proBNP levels (16, 22), frequent
PACs (15) and atrial run on Holter electrocardiogram (26),
and larger LAD on echocardiography (17, 21). Some classes of
drugs, including angiotensin II receptor blockers, are suitable
candidates for AF prevention (27). From these predictors, we
selected age, CHADS2 score, BNP or NT-proBNP levels, and
LAD as adjusting variables. Even though we did not explore
all the potential risk factors for AF, MVO was independently
associated with AF. Due to small sample size, we did not develop
multivariate analyses by adjusting for all clinically relevant factors

simultaneously but developed multivariate analyses separately by
adjusting for each factor.

In the Cryptogenic stroke and Underlying AF (CRYSTAL AF)
trial, the median time from randomization to detection of AF was
41 (IQR 14-84) days during the 6-month follow-up period and 84
(IQR 18-265) during the 12-month follow-up period (10). Based
on these results, our study defined primary outcome as within
90 days from the ICM implantation. In the present study, the
detection of AFwithin 90 days was observed in 12 among 13 cases
during the total follow-up period. It suggests that MVO related
AF could be detected relatively early after the index CS.

In our stroke centers, although 626 patients were diagnosed as
CS according to SSS-TOAST system, only 84 patients underwent
ICM implantation. One of the reasons was that the study period
was just after the Japanese authority approval in September 2016.
In our cohort, the numbers of the patients who underwent ICM
implantation in every quarter of the year were 2, 7, 9, 9, 28,
and 29, from the fourth quarter of 2016 to the first quarter of
2018. Additionally, Japanese proposals for clinical indications
for ICM implantation are stricter compared to international
proposals (12). After sufficient workup examination, we thus
did not implant ICM in patients with possible symptoms of
stroke, including moderate to severe atherosclerosis on aortic
arch, right-to-left shunt, abnormal blood tests on thrombosis-
hemostasis, cervico-cerebral artery dissection, active cancer, and
two or more simultaneous causes. No ICM was implanted
in patients without sufficient workup evaluation. Third, given
the cost and invasiveness, we avoided implanting ICM in
patients with older age or severe disability. These are also the
reasons why the detection rate of AF was high compared with
previous reports.

This study has several limitations. First, the sample size
was relatively small. The small sample size did not allow
us to develop multivariate analyses by adjusting for all
clinically relevant factors simultaneously. However, despite a
small sample size, we identified clearly a strong association
between MVO and AF. Second, we did not explore all
the potential risk factors for AF and MVO. There may
consequently be potential confounding factors. Third, this
study was a retrospective and observational study. Prospective
studies are required to validate the relationship between MVO
and AF. Fourth, among 626 CS patients, only 84 patients
underwent ICM implantation and included in the current
analysis, leading to potential selection bias. Lastly, there may
be some differences in diagnostic workup between patients
with and without MVO, which may also cause potential
selection bias.

CONCLUSION

AF was more frequently detected through ICM in CS patients
with MVO than those without MVO. This association was
independent of previously known factors associated with AF,
which suggests that MVO may be a useful predictor of latent
AF. Our data indicated that it is essential to investigate latent
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TABLE 3 | Hazard ratios for atrial fibrillation detection.

Model Predictor variables Adjusted hazard ratio

for AF detection

within 90 Days from

ICM implantation

(95% CI)

P-value Adjusted hazard ratio

for AF detection

during total follow-up

period (95% CI)

P-value

1 (N = 84) Age, per 1-year increase 1.02 (0.97–1.06) 0.47 1.02 (0.98–1.06) 0.39

MVO 3.78 (1.50–10.25) < 0.01 3.00 (1.31–7.08) < 0.01

2 (N = 84) CHADS2 score, per 1-point 0.87 (0.53–1.39) 0.58 0.93 (0.58–1.43) 0.75

MVO 3.59 (1.44–9.67) < 0.01 2.87 (1.26–6.74) 0.01

3 (N = 84) Congestive heart failure 0.88 (0.05–4.24) 0.90 0.71 (0.04–3.41) 0.73

MVO 3.63 (1.45–9.77) < 0.01 2.88 (1.26–6.77) 0.01

4 (N = 84) Hypertension 1.34 (0.51–4.14) 0.57 1.60 (0.64–4.85) 0.36

MVO 3.67 (1.48–9.89) < 0.01 2.92 (1.28–6.85) 0.01

5 (N = 84) Diabetes mellitus 2.26 (0.79–5.73) 0.10 1.58 (0.57–3.83) 0.34

MVO 3.72 (1.49–10.00) < 0.01 2.93 (1.29–6.90) 0.01

6 (N = 81) Large LADa 1.87 (0.53–5.24) 0.27 1.46 (0.42–3.95) 0.51

MVO 3.37 (1.32–9.19) 0.01 2.70 (1.16–6.42) 0.02

7 (N = 81) High BNP or NT-proBNPb 0.87 (0.25–2.43) 0.81 0.65 (0.19–1.75) 0.42

MVO 3.51 (1.41–9.74) < 0.01 2.83 (1.24–6.67) 0.01

8 (N = 66) Frequent PACc 2.11 (0.70–5.89) 0.17 2.60 (0.99–6.54) 0.05

MVO 2.62 (0.94–7.89) 0.06 1.96 (0.78–5.00) 0.15

AF, atrial fibrillation; BNP, B-type natriuretic peptide; ICM, insertable cardiac monitoring; IQR, interquartile rage; LAD, left atrial diameter; MVO, major vessel occlusion; NT-proBNP,

N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide; and PAC, premature atrial contraction.
aLarge LAD was defined as 45mm or more.
bHigh BNP or NT-proBNP was defined as >100 pg/mL or >300 pg/mL, respectively.
cFrequent PAC was defined as the highest quartile of the patients enrolled in the current analysis, i.e., more than 222 beats a day.

AF using long-term recording with ICM in patients with CS
presenting with MVO.
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